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Magnetic Circular _Dichroism of Spin-Forbidden

Transitions in Fe3+Hih-SinSystem

Hajime Kato 

Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Science,

Kobe University, Nada-ku, Kobe, Japan

        The magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) of the aqueous 

  solution of potassium trismalonateferrate(III) is measured at 

  room temperature over the region 400 nm-750 nm. The MCD of the 

  spin-forbidden d-d transitions of high spin iron(III) 

  complexes is analyzed on the basis of ligand field theory. 

  The electric dipole transition moments are calculated for 

  two cases where d-d transitions are allowed by odd crystal 

  field and by odd vibrations. The MCD analyses prove that 

  the vibrations of Tiu mode are effective in promoting 

  transition 6A1-4 T2g(1). Comparison of the theoretically 

  derived Faraday parameters with the observed MCD shows that 

  the band at 640 nm is the transition 6A1g 4T2
g(1) and 

  that the band at 445 nm is composed of two transitions: 

  transition 6A1g-$4A1g at higher energy region and transition 

^ 6A
1-44E(1) at lower energy region. The huge MCD of these 

  transitions arises mainly from the C term, which have its 

origin in the spin-degeneracy of the ground state.



                T.  IT,TTiZOTCTI 

The polarized absorption spectrum of the trigonally 

distorted compound Ka6gze(o~). at 770K was reported by Piper 
     ~. 

and Carli2 and the polarized spectrum of (1i1)
)ze(mai)) 

was reported by Gatfiol&' Moro recently Holt and Din ic\:/ 

have reported the spectra of 17e(urea)c(C10())and Nag e(ox) 

at 20°K, and concluded that while  the absorption spectra of 

high spin iron(III) com lezzes might be assigned on energy 

grounds, no detail information as to the nature of the 3-d 

transitions might be obtained from polarization data. 

                                                      &.(  
Recent magnetic circular dichroisa (MCD) etudie. 

have demonstrated the utility of MCD^ spectrosc33y in 

characterizing the symmetry of transitions and clarifying 

spectroscopic assignments. In case where the ground state 

is spin-degenerate but orbitally nondegenerate, the MCD of 

spin-forbidden transition shows huge effects In this paper 

the MCD spectra of the aqueous solution of potassium 

trismaloaatoferrate(III) are presented and an assignment of 

the spectrum is Intended. Our purpose in this work is also 

to estimate the MCD parameters and attack the question what 

is the main source of the MCD of ferric ion. 

The molar ellipticity ( [G]y ) per unit magnetic field 

for a transition a & j of molecules oriented at random in a 

magnetic field 2 a along the direction of propagation of the 
          fr light are given»/



rE1 -- LO(aj)Jri=—i
s  t(aa-?,~)..i. + ,..(a-;0)+C(a>j)/1kTff(  )                                  2c, 

where 

A(a4j) = (2c1 )-12,,'1<j;;'"•1j>-<r„:a>j• __'<a;.11; ><j)m 1a>i , (2) 

- 

   -a 

n(a-'oj) = (d ).r,13t-,=—•<a1r;1j>>'<j;mtic> a„tj
Ic        .i..,                  ~:aa 

                    +"h,~'—.<atm13+>;:<1;.[ rn !a> ! ,(3) 
                        kj11okj 

C(a-.j) = (2d)-11,<aoVa>•Im<al;;i j>;:<j1mla>li,(4) 
           i . 

f=~t')`i,v3(Jja2-J2);f - -------ti' `i~;a( 5 )1
ht(0ja2-~`)2+~2I' 2' 2(9Ja2-02)2+J2f~a2.' 

nt = Z e r,'=+ _'-13(`r)+ 2s), ~;_ = E ..-Eis the 
.~., i•-i,V1.,..:1J aa 1^• . 1 
energy difference between the statesj and a, N is Avogadro's 

number, CI
a is the de cneracy Gf ~.'o nd sta"trci ^y and .ais                                                                                                 .% 

the band width of the a ) j transition. The summations in 

Eqs. (2)v(4) are over all transitions degenerate with a-> j. 

      A powerful technique for extracting quantitative values 

for A, 2,, and C from the experimental data is the method Gf 

momentS s 1The zerothmoment of the MCD satisfies the 

relation: 

S ( 1.0] /.) )db = -33.53(12+ C/kT ) ,(6) 
  band 

where (L+C/k ) is expressed in sclua= e Daoye •Gper cm 

( (3 = Bohr magneton ) , and 1-@). , is expressed in the conventional 

units of natural optical activity per unit magnetic field.



 

•  1 

       The visible and ultraviolet  absorption and MCD spectra 

 of the trismaiona; oferra e (III) ion, Fe(C ,ij.,04}3J,were 

measured in pure t:ter soli: ~ion of potassium tris0malonato= 

ferrate (lII) at room temperature (2 7 ̀ 1oC) . This complex 

                                                        11 was prepared by the method given in the literature~ 

The MCD of a solution was measured first with solute and 

 then without; the latter trace provided the MCD baseline. 

The absorption spectrum and MCD of Fe(C H0,)Jare shown 

                                                                0 

                             323 

in Fig. 1 , and the MCD baseline is also recorded  in it. 

      The absorption and MCD spectra were recorded using 

a JASCO automatic recording spectrometer model J-10. 

A permanent magnet with an 8 nun axial hole and a 13 mm 

pole gap was placed in the sample compartment. The 

magnetic field was about 1 500 gauss. The sample was poured 

into a quartz ccli with 10 mm optical path. Reproducible 

MCD spectra were obtained at most sensitive scale 

( 1m104 Absorbance/cm ) . The NOD was e::pressed as molar 

ellipticity :03, in de7rco cJec _ C imole-1;auss .

An aqueous solution ofd-10-camphor-sulforic acid (1mg/ml) 

was chosen as the reference sample ( A290
nm= 0.00947 

per cm ).
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 III. CALCU-L,ATION 02IPAXD:ff 

 To.  evaluate  the  Faraday parameter r;., and C given 

 by  Eq.(2)(4),  we  must  determine tne excited state 

 wavefunctions  and  excitation  energies. It is well established 

 that  the  ligand  field  theory gives the correct description 

 of  the  lowlying  excited  states of the octahedral 

 , 

 Piper  and  CarlinNf adjusted  the parameters Dc, 13, and C 

 assuming  an  octahedral  field for Fe(c.77).„3- so that the 
                                               4  calculated  ener-ies  of  the  transitions 6A-YA6A,-T                                             l

g' Ar, 1r' 
 and  6Ai

gT0,(of  'G)  agree  with the experimental ones, and 
 obtained  Dq=1522,  B=609,  and C=3283 cm-1. HatfielcWobtained 

 Dq=1419,  B=609,  and  C=3135  cm  forFe(CH0)the 

                                                                  

- 
• 

" • 

 same  way,  and  showed  that  the observed higher energy band 

                           4L.  agrees  well  with  the  energy  of the 6('D) transition rr -3 

 predicted  using the  experimental parameters. For simplicity, 

 we  shall  adopt  the  parameters De=1500, 3=600, and C=3200 cm-1, 

 and  set  up  the  matrices  of Tanabe andSuzanc/for the LIE , 

 4, gr,  T
.  ,  and A2c,  states  in  terms of these parameters. By  Az 

 solving  the  secular  equations of the energy matrices, we can 

 determine  the  excitation  energies and state wavefunctions. 

 The  results  obtained  are  listed in Table I. In the calculation 

of B(a4j) in Zci.(3), we neglect the mixing of the other higher 

energy states. This approximation is resonable, since the 

d main contribution of Zeeman effeCt to the lower energy d-d 

transitions Comes from the mixing of near energy bands.



      To complete the  cuanti  tativi prediction of Faraday 

parameters, it is necessary to evaluate the agnetic dipole 

moments and electric dipole moments. The magnetic dipole 

           7of matrixelements1.a31easilybe

~1:~'.yV:J:~UC4in~.e.~termsGl One-electron e1emeit' 
y and t%e one-electron  matrix 

elements of -2 are well known. 

Electric dipole transitions are forbidden  between the 

                      'Ll 
states ofdelectron coiifisur<.-ion, since the states belong 

to the same parity. However,in the crystal in which 

absorption centers have no center of symmetry, this selection 

rule is slightly released both by odd crystal field and by 

odd vibrations. The latter exist always in any crystal even 

in which absorption centers havea center of symmetry. 

               _ In : e(ox•~33,the metalion is on asiteofjsyiameir 

144 _ 
The splitting of the .srrandL_Levels asa result of the 

                            l lower symmetry associatedwithi'e (C,,:io0jJ Jis reported to 

r t_than t~i~)J be less cl:a~observed for. "~r~_r,i-iowever, the 

symmetry ofthe Fe (C JH `Gfl)3Jion is also3.Therefore, 

it is necessary to know the contribution of each cause: 

odd crystal field and odd vibrations. I-n the below, we shall' 

first rest our attention to the electric dipole transitions 

allowed by odd vibrations, and next consider the electric 

dipole transitions caused by small odd crystal field. 

 EtTra-C_••i1. t+...leCriC' :~:i70iGa.,..`.iGI1CausedbyOdd Vibrations 

     We assume here that the crystal field is due to the



 <-1f:neimrAl
z:n>  = -/ 

                            k=1, 

The spin-orbit inter ct 

400 cm-.Using closure 

we approximate the elec 

is allowed by odd vibra 

states 

4  <4 
                OZ 

As in -1:2 we shall assu 

the vibrationally low s 

vibrational state is th 

quantum number is excit 

<4d.:01mixf:la =1> = - 

The matrix elements

six point dipoles of moment'.;-);vibrating. about the equilibrium. 

                                                        . positions (t-1-:,0: 0), (0,, 0), and (0, 0,t..) without 

changing their directions given -.Dy 0, 0,, (0,--i=1, 0), and 

(0, 0,t1), respectively. ,The is,lculation of electric dipole 

transition mome;-..ts is made on tiia basis of the theory by 

Koide and PryccN referred to T':T.j in the following). Bearing 

in mind that the ground state 6A, is the only sextet obtained 

from 3d5 configuration and that the ground state 6A, couple 1g 
         4 only with -T1

g states through the spin-orbit interaction 
  = . S we ge-c 

so- 

                           <Ila                               :H'Ti ,(k):n><.(k) :nt Hs0AlG:n >                                              .6 ---

                           E6 
  k=1,2,3xT,(lc)A, 

inter ction parameter is approximated to be 

 closure properties of the eienfunctions, 

the electric dipole transition moment, which 

dd vibration Hv„between initial andfinal 

< > .(8)  bE v 

all assume that the molecule is „initially in 

ly low st eIlery state n=0, and that the final. 

to is the one in which only one vibrational 

is excitad, ,c. Then, 

  2, h ,L 1> = - ) (r, ) -f> • (9) 
                                      -W 

                JW 

4 , 
ants < n, u . (1% ) f> can be reduced to 

                  jw



 ^J -

the sum of one-electron ntegi-.al[J, which are given an a 

        2' Ll t; Ou~ function of e<r>/::,,~,.. .ce,„r>/a( where <> 

represents the average with respect to the radial part  of d 

function ). 

       The numerical value . ofe:-:<rt::                              `>/6-,~:zimately 
tl 

evaluated by using the <=--> , 

                                                       i_t.{~1 
which is the magnitude of the splitting of the 3d-level ina 

9 L-o 
cubic field. The values of <r >, <r'> and <r > are calculated 

by using an analytical 5C1' wayef:::::,ctio n for Fe atom obtained 

by Clementi The values are <r2>.,= 1.738a
o`,<r'>i~ e=5.852ao, 

  and <r6>r.= 50.167a
o6.The values of e'<r2>/i.4and eli<r6>/R8 

are obtained by using the value of ei<r >/R6 and the calculated 

ratios <r >/<r .ratios and <r6>/<r>, and assuming R to be 4a 
o' 
                                                                                r  

 The mean energy difference Oh: is assumed to be10' cm-1. 

The mass h of a li ;and is approximated by tcatof oxigen atom. 

The unknown infrared :.recuchcies of the normalmode T1(3) , 

Tl _(~),and T,,(-) are assumed to be 200" cm~1,11,00 cm1, 

and 100 cm-1, respectiveiy inen,we can calculate the 

electric dipole transition moments,and the oscillator 

strengths of the lower energy transitions are shown in Table II. 

We can now calculate the Faraday parameters. In the 

limit of zero spin-orbit coupling, , 79 and C are independent 

of spin and only orbital degeneracycontributes to t, and 

                                           6 C;
:erms .however, thegrcu nd state ofL'G3E .:.on is Aand 

                                                                             yJ 

the spin-forbidden transitions canbe allowed by spin-orbit



 TO-Cal Ii

coupling of the a',r ouaid .,tai to A Wth the excited  states 

' 4~. i
11

c1iie spin-orbit CO):l.:t1_..,'y mixes states Oi different 
JV 

total spin, and the following relations  .re satisfied; 

                            l:• !.15<6Ai"`i
~)~;,~.i~1~i~)%+<l.\PiVj~1~),,y;1..j, 

= - <6A(-1\1 ) C;2 ~1: (-i'l  ~ )> \ \ ~a•l ) 1T. ̀A .1 )> , 
VNVa es,,‘ 1 V J 

where M
s and M are the eigenvalues of spin ar.L; ilar 

moment S TheC and A terms  of the split co,::ponents of the 

transition no longer cancel and no longer independentof spin. 

Therefore, all the spin-forbidden transitions O?e 

high-spin systems Can exhibit !, and C terms independently 

of orbital degeneracy. The resultant MOD of spin-dependent 

A and C terms shows usual Faraday   and C term lineshapes, 

respectively. The numerical parametersobtained for transitions 

646,4_,,6  A
qAq,A,,>L(::) , andA,.2(i) are given in   1V2

wMi'~al.'.~a.my.1v~''u 
T.,'III .tt_ ofthe-stterm 1G011.I1... Intheevaluation Gia.i.ei..~~.+.a:.I'^i i:1 riCl~• ( 3 ) 9 

we have used the2,q.(7) where m is replaced ay4 . 

  B. Electric Dipole Transition Caused by Odd Crystal Field 

      Let us now consider the electric dipole transitions 

    bysmall ~-Dsymmetry. caused uSt:7ai1odd crystali(t:withhe 

coo di LC v'4 ?.J .- S: 4I el- 45 ~? YI.. •J-e,s is 'S!A a oll to thP 

Cj axis and the y-axis is one of the C axis.Then, the 

perturbing potential of symmetryD, of odd parity isgiven 

by 

Hu = L vu(r.) 

V(r') - B-3-i+it(G,.) y„3(Q,.)J(1.0 UjJ
ti23,~J ,i 3-~ J J



T0.1~ T

where  B/,  is a constant doter m: ned on the basis sis of a physical 

model, andliis~~tho potential due to effective dipole 

moments located at the atoms attached to the.metal ion. 

Then lBi is given as 

B' = 6(h ~)'ti' '~~.~c(11) 7c
~ 

where p is the component of the dipole moment in the plane 

of bidontate ring and perpendicular to the direction of the 

metal-liCancbond, and p° is the component perpendicular 

to the plane 

The matrix element of the electric dipole moment, which 

is allowed by small odd crystal field II
u,isgiven by 

   /}t'+ 
<i1In1f> = - ~-- < f> ,(12) 

in the same approximation as in q (8) . The trigonal bases 

used in thecalculation of matrix element <4iimHf4f> are 

u well summarized by ShinadaN/.' 

      The numerical values of p and P' in 1 q.(11) are 

approximated oyip which is determinedby the splitting of 

the 3d-level in a cubic field and by the value of <r11>F 
                                                                           re 

obtainedintheabo'v'e6eetioa. U:::.. z3 tae vajue s3=400 cm-1, 

bL=1O 
- Clii-1and .Z=4ao, we have calculatedthe electric 

dipole transition moments. The transition moments are 

calculated by the analogous formula as q. ( j) , and the 

oscillator strengths of the transitions are also calculated 

( Table IV ) . bjsinfs; these results,  the Faraday parameters 

A, 73, and C are calculated, and the results are shown in 

Table V.
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                       IV. DISCUSSION 

      The absorption spectrum of Fe(C3H2O4)3 exhibits two 

 broad bands at lower energies, 900 nm and 640 nm, and a sharp 

band at 445 nm. Unfortunately we could not measure the MCD for 

 the first band because of the limit of instrument. The 

 higher energy transitions are masked by the onset of a 

 high-intensity band. The observed MCD spectrum (Fig.1) shows 

(B + C/kT)-term line shape at 640 nm. The MCD spectrum at 

 445 nm shows an interesting line shape, which gives us the 

 information that two bands are overlapping. If we assume 

 that the MCD comes from both A-term and (B +C/kT)-term 

 of a transition, then we cannot understand the positive 

values of [A]M on both sides of a sharp and negative MCD 

 band. We shall give the interpretation of these MCD band 

 later in this section. 

      Let us now extract (B + C/kT) by integrating the 

 experimental MCD data according to Eq.(6). In order to 

 estimate the order of magnitude for convenience, we shall 

 tentatively resolve the MCD spectrum at 445 nm into two bands: 

one is a positive (B + C/kT)-term line shape at slitely 

high frequency and another is a negative (B + C/kT)-term 

line shape at slitely low frequency. The results are 

 (B + C/kT)= 7.39 for the band at 640 nm, (B + C/kT)= 2.92 

and (B + C/kT)= -2.62 for the lower and upper bands at 445 nm 

region, respectively (All values are in units of 10-2406:2J/ 

lc m-13 ) .
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      To estimate theoretically the magnitude of A-, B-, and 

C-terms in the region of the absorption band, the maximum 

contributions of each term to the MCD may be compared, of 

which the ratio is given by 3c3A/4rh : B : C/kT. Let us 

assume f'2400 cm-1 for the 6Aig4T2
g(1) transition, 

r ti 800 cm-1 for the 6A ->4E (1)
,Atransitions, and 1g g1g 

kT=200 cm-1 (room temperature). First, we calculate the 

ratios for the transitions caused by odd crystal field. 

Thus the values of A, B, and C presented in Table V are 

employed. The ratios are -0.121 : 0.104 : 0.727 for the 

6A
i-04Eg(1) transition, 0.096 : -0.104 : -1.690 for the 

6A
ig4T2g(1) transition,and the 6Aig4Aigtransition is 

forbidden. The A terms are small, which is in agreement 

with the observed MCD. However, the values of (B + C/kT) 

are calculated to be 0 for 6Aig4A1g,0.831 for 6Aig4Eg(1), 

and -1.794 for 6Aig4T2g(1),and these results contradict 
with the observed MCD. 

      Next, if we assume the transitions are caused by odd 

vibrations of T1u()3) mode, the A, B, and C terms are in the 

ratio (See Table III) 0.175 : 0.342 : -1.048 for the 

6A
ig4Aigtransition, -0.277 : -0.411 : 1.658 for the 

6A
ig4Eg(1)transition, and -0.136 : 0.180 : 3,247 for the 

6A
ig4T2g(1) transition. The A terms are small, which is in 

agreement with the observed MCD, and this holds true also 

for the transition associated with the other odd vibrations 

of Tiu(J4) and T2u(06) modes. Further, the C/kT term is 

dominant in (B + C/kT).
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     The calculated values of (B+C/kT) for the 6A1
g44T2g(1) 

transition are in good agreement with the observed MCD of the 

band at 640 nm. The calculated results show that the vibrations 

of T1
u mode are effective in promoting the 6A1g-~4T2g(1) 

transition. On the other hand, the calculated results for the 

6A
1g44Eg(1) and 6A1g-4A1g transitions show that the transitions 

caused by T1
u and T2u modes of vibration give the comparable 

order of (B + C/kT) values with opposite signs. Hatfield" 

observed the polarized crystal spectrum of (NH4)3Fe(mal)3 and 

found two maxima: one at 22880 cm-1 and another at 22660 cm-1. 

Assuming the splitting of the 4A1
ggand 4Et)level to be 200 cm-1 

(the transition 6A1g)4Eg(1)+h1)6 at 22500 cm-1 and the transition 

6A
1g44A1g+h96 at 22700 cm-1), we have shown the magnitude of 

(B + C/kT) by a diagram (Fig. 2) to see how the calculated 

results compose the MCD line shape. The qualitative feature 

of the observed MCD can be well explained by this diagram.q5/ 

On the other hand, if we assume that the Eg)level is higher than 
4A

1g level, we cannot understand the observed MCD. Therefore, we 

conclude that the 4A1g level is higher than 4EO)level. 

      Our MCD spectra are markedly similar tothose of Mn(H20)62+ , 

which is isoelectronic with Fe3+ ion. The optical spectra 

of Mn(H20)62+ are well characterized. If the first band of 

Fe(C3K204)33 corresponds to the first band of manganeous 

ion, i.e. to the 6A1g44T1g(1) transition, the MCD is expected 

to show the possitive f8)M of (B + C/kT)-term line shape. 

The calculated values of C/kT for'the 6A1g4T1g(1) transition 

is found to be -3.961, which is the same order of magnitude
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 with the value obtained for the 6A
ig,4T2g(1) transition and 

 of opposite sign. Thus, the present studies on

~ the ~MCD of  ferric i
on also support the previous assignmentV : 6A1

g-4T1g 

 for the first band. 

       The oscillator strengths calculated as electric dipole 

transitions caused by odd crystal field (Table IV) are a 

 little smaller thanthe observed ones, and the observed 

 polarization dataV/cannot be explained well. In the 

 present calculation of intensities of spin-forbidden bands, 

 we have neglected the mixing of the higher 6Y states as in 

 KP. On the other hand Holt and Dingl 'have tried to explain 

 the dichroism of trigonally distorted iron(III) complexes 

 by including the mixing of higher 6Y states to 4f state, 

 but the polarization behavior of absorption spectra could 

 not be explained well. 

       The oscillator strengths calculated as electric dipole 

 transitions caused by odd vibrations (Table II) are a little 

 smaller than the observed ones, but the overall characters 

 are in good agreement with experiment. The polarization 

 behavior of the crystals of trigonally distorted ferric 

 compounds cannot be well explained as an electric dipole 

 transition caused by odd vibrations in an octahedral field, 

while the polarization behavior may be explained as the 

 transitions which are allowed by vibrations in D.symmetry 

reduced from vibrations in Ohsymmetry. 
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Table I  . 

excitation

 States 

energy

 in  the case of cubic 

fre..-a the ground state 0 A,

and the configuration,

State Energy 

(cm-1;   

     f=r..~r.•t- VOi11"ul~~i0

6A
, 
1g 

4A
. 

4 A
2g 

4 2 (1) 

-2 (2) 

4T
., (1) 

1 

4     J 

 T1 g(2) 

4T
lg(3) 

4m 

S(1)  `2 

4T
2S(2) 

.12g(3)

    0 

22000 

35600 

22000 

26200 

 9650 

33000 

41600 

13700 

24000 

46100

 d1E;(kA~,)CY(3A,) 

   3,:~„23 
 --r.2) c:(2 I 

3 4 
2 

 2 221_ 

~1/,G •1'~-=-r;a3(2g)((3A)-'c-j('A)C''2(~^) Y7u r~'i —2 

      ~
'rG\\  0.991c _~-(,-,)r(:0.09C~J(/C'7'~c'A2J-0 

-0.055C`(J`'
1)c~,':0.9:-,J•Fis==. 

,„4 ,„ 4 3r,2  0
.123C;(i', )~~'-0.345t-)(.2)c~'(JA2))Y0 

 1 

                    1 

  1,J2(0 0
.174C~:);'0. 96-1-)'IJAr-) r0 

      (3,),„- 0.O 5 3C^J(2.') •.~,`` J,') ,- 0 0.175C5  c  ^-1r~2

•

0966E; )(-)

^1c1j     ^1            ,,,r 3 

    23),3 ~30
L%(i'~jJ~~ 

                                  '' 

181c'E2(F1)C~(J 

022dc2(3i^+„ )d-Y3 

933 ._2(3:;,) 3

a
In cubic field the 

triply degenerate 

d_! of ~ symmetry.

d- level split 

                T, d_of~r, syr:i 
            G V

into two 

tne

c. 

upper doubly

the lower 

degenerate
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 T:Abla  II.  Q,ocillator calculaed as an 

 dipoletrns-li.ion caused 7.:)-y odd vibrations.

Transition Acsociated 

vibration

oscillato-r strenzths 

ObL•crved.

6A
,4m11)•T(                 ,0 )  46_1.1 3

     4 6A
1Z-*(1) 

64,  A -0 A, • 13 

6A
ig 4i1-,(I) 

            0

T1U(0) 
• 'Z..), ) 

T1( 03) 

T (1)  l u 4 

T2u"6) 

        \ • 
      \V,)     11

.1. 

Ti u(k)0 
T2u6)6) 

T 

Tl u(k)) 
,(0  ̀ 2,-Li6'

3. 

0.47u10-7 

3.94x10-7 

1.22 to7 

4.59.10-7 

2.69,,10-7 

0.39u10-7 

2.95,i0 

1.52x10-7 

2.61x0-7

1

23r10-7

52x10-7

liP10-7
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Tabic III 

electric

. Faraday Iparactcr . ^, 

dipole transition causc;d

c: 

J7 vC

C. calculated as CA 

vibrations.

Transition

vjo_T tioil
C

•
h c/kT 

0bs

6

6

     ~ A14412 g(1) 

V

A1 -:;(2)

6A44A    4A
1g

T1
u() ) 3 

i1
u(\)41 

T,( J , ) ^u0 

   (0_)        1u 

Ty(J/ 
  L: L~ 

2u"6) 

T,, (1), ) 

.1
u(  
     r~ 

T2u(06)

-~ 51 .5 

- 42.1 

      6.8 

-170.6 

- 15.7 

130.2 

 107.8 

   C r    JJ
•G 

- U . 0

0.180 

 0.039 

0.040 

   11 - V .,11 

0.231 

       0.033 

0.312 

-0.214 

0.057 

 649.4 

     f?  1 43. 1 

- 20.5 

 331.6 

  30.6 

-350.3 

       -209.6 

- 68.4 

 231.0

3 . t~ 27 

 0.780 

-0.063 

1.247 

      0.334 

-1.719 

-0.706 

-0.JJO 

 1.212

7.39

2.92

-2.62

  In units of 10
-24, 2r 2, 

pe Le LL; . L. units of10..1.e2 

                 •

11C:1i
2

3/ Lem
-1S
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 Ta  l  c  IV. 

 . electric

 Oscillator 

dipole transi 

       ti

u i c caus eu jJT Cid , C2

as 

ys

u _1

field.

Transition Ose' _.....a_ er 

strenTths

6A 

i ~A
,, t g 

6A
1~ 

J 

  1g -a

4,  

   if (
1) 

                                • 

2 LY
I~ 

1 

1"
T(1) 
   1 V

  1_'- 
->A ,, 

1 4_ 

 1j 
>A 1 

-1 -' 

^A2

GV 

forbidden 

forbidden 

V lv

3.47 

0.0. 

J . 5 

0.0 

4 _49 

2.24

10 

10 

10 

10

-7 

-7 

-7 

-7

Table 

dipole

V. Faraday aday parameers 

transitions caused by  odd

, and C 

crystal

calculated as e 

 field.

lectric

Transition 

-911

araday ameter ;C.--l.)
( i_> + C/T )1~

6 

6 

6

A 

A 

A

1g 

1S 

1g>

4T
, ((i ) 

    `~ u 

Ll
i; (1) 

4A
1~,

     11. 

A 

: ->4A

 176.5 

   0 

- 74 .8 

0

0 

0. 

0

134 

104

-333.0 

O 

145.4 

   0

0 

 0 

 0

794 

831

In units of 10

            .~ 
_  24

13e       `[cm"JJ. =L . units of 10
-24
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/ lcz~;
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J
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Fig. 
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.44E 

.44A 

44A

 A  diagram  shows  how  the 

line shape. a:transition 

g(1) +h )" £:transition 6A 

1g+h~)3,:transition 6A1                        g 

ig+hJ6.

 calculated  results compose 

 6A
1g-b4E (1)4),b:transition         g3

1g44Eg(1)+hJ6,A:transition 
4A 

+111)'C : trans j t ion .
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